
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Wanganui Jockey Club Date: Thursday, 11th June 2015 
Weather: Raining 
Track: Heavy  (10) and downgraded to Heavy (11) after Race 4 
Rail: Out 5 metres in the straight, 3 metres on the bends 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), B Bateup and L Tidmarsh 
Typist: V Perry 

 

GENERAL:  
Rider R Cole advised Stewards that he was unable to attend the meeting today due to illness. 
Rider P Ormsby did not attend due to transport difficulties. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: ROMELO, ROD’S LINCOLN, SARABI, CANCELLARA, LINCOLN PARK, NOM DE BOSS and SHOT OF 

IRISH.   
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  8 SHOT OF IRISH – Warned barrier manners 

Medical Certificates: Received from J Riddell and S Phelan 
Required from R Cole 

Rider Changes: Race  1 
1 
3 
8 

HAMILTONIAN – J Riddell replaced P Ormsby (transport difficulties) 
ODENSIAN – N Quinn replaced R Cole (unwell) 
SUGGEST GOLD – J Riddell replaced R Cole 
IMARAAJ – D Bradley replaced C Lammas  

Late Scratchings: Race  6 9 – VERACIOUS – at 2.29pm in the tie-up stalls area 

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 94.4 THE SOUND MAIDEN HIGHWEIGHT 1600 

BELLE ZED and ODENSIAN were slow away. 
A short distance after the start FRUITION and SIR BUCKALOT were tightened severely and got back when MY MAGICIAN 
shifted in abruptly despite the rider’s efforts to keep it straight. 
HAZY DAZE made the first corner awkwardly and when being steadied, went back on to SIR BUCKALOT which had to steady 
when improving onto that runners heels.   
Approaching the 200 metre mark FRUITION hung inwards and away from ROMELO which was improving to its outside and 
in doing so hampered MY MAGICIAN which had to be steadied. 
When questioned, the rider of SIR BUCKALOT (D Nolan) advised that his mount got further back than intended after being 
tightened at the start and was unable to make up any discernable ground over the final stages in the heavy going. 

Race 2 SANTOFT STABLES RATING 65 1600 

JED CLAMPETT and HANDLEMEWITHCARE were both slow to begin. 
ROD’S LINCOLN raced wide without cover in the early and middle stages and near the 600 metres was shifted wider in 
search of better footing. 
A subsequent veterinary inspection of JED CLAMPETT which finished well back, revealed the gelding to have swallowed a 
clod of earth and to have choked down during the running. 



 

 

Race 3 B CONNORS FAMILY CLAN RATING 65 1600 

CHONNEY and GOLDEN PENNY bumped near the 500 metres. 
LE MANS was momentarily held up in the home straight and had to be shifted inwards to improve. 
When questioned into the disappointing run of PHOENIX TYCOON Rider M McNelis reported that the mare was unsuited to 
the heavy track conditions. 

Race 4 TURAKINA CLAN 3YO MAIDEN 1600 

BROADWAY ROSE was slow to begin and was then outpaced through the early and middle stages despite the rider’s 
efforts. 
When questioned into the performance of WAIZ ONE which was not persevered with in the final straight, Rider D Bradley 
reported that the filly failed to handle the heavy track conditions. 
Following the running of Race 4 the track conditions were downgraded from Heavy (10) to Heavy (11). 

Race 5 HELLO SEPTEMBER THE DIAL A PRAYERS ARE HERE RATING 75 1600 

BRAVE KAT reared on jumping. 
PERFECT MIX, CHAIROS and GOOD ONE GLADY were slow to begin. 
Rider D Bradley reported that FAINT PRAISE hung inwards over the final 800 metres. 
When questioned into the performance of HI YO SOO, Rider R Myers reported that the mare failed to cope with today’s 
heavy track conditions. 

Race 6 GUDSELL CLAN MAIDEN 1360 

The start time for this race was delayed two minutes at the request of the TAB. 
VERACIOUS was declared a late scratching at 2.29pm on veterinary advice after sustaining an injury in the tie-up stalls area. 
VETRA GABBIA was tightened leaving the barriers between JOGO and LAUTARO, both of which shifted ground. 
SEA PRINCESS jumped outwards leaving the barrier bumping heavily with WHOSTAKIN YOUHOME which became 
unbalanced. 
HI FIVER raced keenly in the early stages. 

Race 7 PALAMOUNTAINS JERRY COLLINS MEMORIAL MAIDEN 1200 

CLEMENTINE and NEAT BELT came together and bumped leaving the barrier. 

NOT TODAY began awkwardly and was slow away. 
CLEMENTINE had to be steadied away from the heels of MIGHTY THUNDER which shifted in near the straight entrance. 

Race 8 THE WHANGAEHU O’LEARYS MAIDEN 2060 

C Lammas advised Stewards after the running of Race 6, he had some safety concerns with an area of the track between 
the winning post and the back straight, so sought and was given permission by the Stewards to forego his ride on IMARAAJ. 
C Lammas was replaced by D Bradley. 
The race was delayed several minutes due to SHOT OF IRISH being slow to load.  Connections were advised that a warning 
is placed against the mare with regard to its barrier manners. 
FLYING COSSACK was slow to begin then got its head up on several occasions when being restrained. 
CARTAGENA was slow to begin. 
TE MATA’S HORSE had to be steadied when racing in restricted room to the inside of HAVATASTE which shifted out near 
the 900 metres. 

 


